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This note deals with the existence of iz distinct modes of vibration for 
Hamihonian systems with n degrees of freedom on a prescribed energy 
surface. This problem has been studied in a recent remarkable paper by 
Ekeland and Lasry [5], who have given an important contribution to the 
complete extension in the large of the local results of Liapunov [ri]? 
Weinstein [ 111 and Moser [S]. The purpose of the present paper is to give a 
new proof of the result of [5], jointly with a slight improvement. 
1. THE RESULT 
Let C be a compact strictly convex subset of R’“, with interior d 
containing 0 and C2 boundary S. The periodic Hamiltonian trajectories on S 
are defined as the trajectories of any Hamiltonian system 
p = -H,, d=Hp, 
where (p,q) = z E Rzn and HE C2(R2”, R) is such that S = (z E IP’“: 
H(z) = const) and grad H(z) # 0 Vz E S. In fact such solutions do not 
depend on the particular choice of H, provided H is constant and with 
nonvanishing gradient on S (cf. [5, Sect. IV; 9, Sect. 21). 
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Then there exist at least [n/(k- l)] distinct periodic Hamiltonian trajec- 
tories on S. 
For k = 2 we get the theorem of Ekeland and Last-y [5, Theorem IV. l]. 
The proof is contained in the next section. The idea is the following. As in 
[5], the existence of periodic Hamiltonian trajectories on S follows from the 
existence of solutions of a related Hamiltonian system, having a prescibed 
minimal period. The new feature, here, consists in studying this latter 
problem by means of a device of critical point theory used by the authors in 
[ 11. Roughly, we look for critical points of a functional on a suitable 
manifold M. It is possible, with simple and rather precise estimates, to pick 
out a part of M where the usual S’ action is free. Then the application of the 
index theory of Fade11 and Rabinowitz [6] gets the result. 
It is fairly surprising that, although by a different way, we find just the 
same condition (1) of [5] (for k = 2). See also Remarks 4, below. 
2. THE PROOF 
We first deal with the case k = 2: the general one will be derived at the 
end. The proof is carried out in several steps. For the reader’s convenience 
we will also give the outline of those points (a, b, c), which have been 
already used in preceding papers. For more details we refer to the works 
listed below. 
(a) The related Hamiltonian system. For each z E /Rzn, z # 0, there exist 
a E iFi ’ and an unique Z E S such that z = aZ Set H(z) = a4, where p > 2 is 
arbitrary. H E C2(IR 2n, IR) and is strictly convex. We denote by H’ the 
gradient of H and set J = c ;‘) I being the identity in R *. 
Let us consider the Hamiltonian system 
-Ji = H’(z) (3) 
and let z , ,..., z, be n distinct periodic solutions of (3) with minimal period 
27~. Set hi = H(zi(t)) and 
‘vi(t) = h;1’Dzi(hjB-2)‘4t). 
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Using the P-homogeneity of H, it is easy to see that wi are solutions of (3). 
satisfying H(w,(t)) = 1, i.e., 1~9~ E S. Since H’(z) # 0 Vz E S, then iyi are 
periodic trajectories-on S. Such trajectories are distinct: in fact, if hi = hj for 
some i, j, then wi # wj because zi # “j; otherwise the claim follows from the 
fact that the minimal period of wi is 2nhi’-4”D. See [S, Sect. IV; 9, Sect. 21. 
(b) The dual action principle. Let l/a + l//I = 1 and consider 
E = {u E L”(0, 27~; R’“): su = 0}, with norm j/uI/ = ((1/2x) J’l~l~)“~. Here 
and throughout in the following all the integrals are evaluated from 0 to 2~. 
The densely defined operator z M -Ji is invertible in E, with compact self- 
adjoint inverse L. Let us denote by G the Legendre transform of H. 
G E C2(R 2”\{O}, R) is strictly convex and o-homogeneous. If u E E is a 
stationary point of the functional 
f(u)=-&Lu+/‘G(u) (41 
on E, then 3rE R2* such that z = Lv + r is solution of (3). The minimal 
period of z is 27r whenever so is for u. Hence it will be enough to find n 
distinct critical points off on E having 2n as minimal period. See [2, 3, 4? 
etc.]. 
(c) Minimal critical points. Let h(u) = {f’(u), u) = -j” u . Lu + a i G(u), 
and M = (u E E\(O}: h(u) = 0). F rom (h’(u), u) = -2 j u . Lu + a’ j k(u) it 
follows that, if u E M, then (h’(u), u) = a(a - 2) J’ G(u) i 0. In particular M 
is a C’ manifold in E. Let u E M be such thatf’(u) = @h’(u) for some JJ E W. 
Then it is (f’(v), VI) =p(h’(u), v). S ince <S’(v), v) = h(v) = 0. while 
(h’(v)? v) f 0, then p = 0 and f’(v) = 0. In other words, 0 is a critical point 
off constrained on M ifff’(uj = 0, u # 0. Let us also note that: 
From (6) it follows that f is bounded from below on M; moreover it can be 
shown that f satisfies the (P-S) condition on M and hence attains the 
minimum on M. Set m = min{f(U): u E M}. This device has been used in 
[l] to find solution of Hamiltonian systems with minimal period 27~. 
(d) Free S’-action on M. f and M are clearly invariant under the S’- 
action A,, defined for s E S’ by setting A, ~(0 = u(t + s), u E E. Our 
purpose is now to pick out the part of M where A, is free. For M E E, let 
11 = Ckcr Zikeikt, uk= u-~, u,,= 0. It is easy to see that A,u = u for some 
s E S’, s# 0, iff u = rkeE uhk eihkr, k # 0, for some integer h > 2. 
505/43:2-7 
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Denote by M* the set of points u EM for which there exists s E S’, 
s # 0 such that A,u = u. Set m* = min{f(u): u EM*}, and fi = 
(u ~jkf(u) < m*}. Ob viously S’ acts freely on A?, and hence every 
u EM has minimal period 27r. For the remainder the estimate contained in 
the following lemma is fundamental. 
LEMMA 1. We have m * = 2’m, with B = a(2 - a)-‘. 
ProoJ Set i?(t) = v(2t), wheref(v) = m. By direct calculation: 
J v.Lv=2 %Ll7. ! (7) 
Using (5), one has that LC E M iff 1’ j ~7. Lz7 = al* j G(v). By (7), and since 
j G(v) = j G(v3, we get 
$‘J v - Lv=a;la 
I 
. G(v). (8) 
Since v E M, 1 v. Lv=aIG(v), and hence (8) implies L= 2”, with 
6 = l/(2 - a). W e will show that m* =f(2’v’). Let w  E M*; then there 
exists an integer h > 2 such that w(t) = CkcZ whk eihkt, k # 0, whk = ti-hk. 
Set w*(t) = w(t/h). From 
1 w*.tw*=h w.Lw I (9) 
it follows, as before, that Aw* EM for 3, = h-‘. Using (6) and (7) we 
evaluate 
3 1 -52s $Lu"=-226- 







Analogously, using (6) and (9), we find 
= h’-2’f(w). (11) 
Since h -6w* E M and f(y) is the minimum off on M, it follows that 
m =f(o) <f(h-‘w*). Then, by (10) and (11) we get:f(28C) = 22”-‘f(v) < 
22”-‘f(h-“,v*) = 2 2s-1h1-28f(w) = (2/h)ef(w). Since h > 2, it follows 
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f(2”27) <f(w). Lastly, since 2’5 E M* and w  E M* is arbitrary, we condude 
that m* =f(2%)= 2’m. I 
(e) The index of A?. Let ~={uEE:]~ujj=1}, b=max{$juaLu: 
u E Z:) and C” = {w = (< cos t + q sin t, C sin t - q cos t): (& q) E R 2n, 
lrr + lrl” = 1). 
Even if it is perhaps known, we state the following lemma explicitly, for 
the reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 2. If CE E is such that b = f I ii. Lii, then U E C”; hence 
b = i J‘ w  . Lw for all w  E C”. 
ProojI Setting V(U) = lu(‘“, C satisfies LU= nV’(ii) + { for some A E If? 
and [E R*“. Let us remark that it is easy to see that C has minimal period 
2n. By the dual action principle we infer that there exists a constant c such 
that 
-Ji = O(z), iw 
where U(z) = 1~)~ and z = V’(12-1’(a--2) -u). In the Hamiltonian system (12) 
(U(z) and hence) (z( is constant. Then -Ji = c’z for some constant 5. Since u 
and z have minimal period 271, we get F= 1 and the result follows. 1 
Next, we remark that from the definition of G and the meaning of r, R, it 
follows that 
min G(u) = -I- P, 
IIll= a 
;yl G(u) - + R =. 
Hence, if w  E Z we have 
2n~~r”4G(w)<Z~.~R~. 
a _ 
Denote by q: ,?Y’ --, M the mapping u F+ Au, where A is given by (5). 
LEMMA 3. Assume (2) and that (1) holds with k = 2. Then maxif( 
u E &En)} < m*. 
ProoJ First we evaluate m = f(u). If we set v = A@, * E C, we get 
A2-” s tTj . L@= I G(W). By (13) we deduce an estimate for A: 
By (6) and (13) one has 
m=f(a*)=F nqG(kq+ A”. 2n.Ir”. 
a 
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Then (14) implies 
m > cr2’, with c = (15) 
Next, we evaluate the max{f(u): u E p(P)}. Let u = I, w E Z”. If 
u = Aw, it results Azeu j w . Lw = a j G(w). By Lemma 2 we infer A’-“b = 
a ] G(w). Then by (13) we have: 




with the same c as in (15). From (16), (15) and (1) with k = 2, we deduce 
max{f(u): u E p(C”) < cRze < c2er2e < 2’m. 
Lastly Lemma 1 tells that.2’m = m*, and the result follows. # 
(f) Proof of the theorem in the case..k = 2. We use the index theory of 
Fade11 and Rabinowitz [6]. From the definition we know that Z”, with the 
S’-action A,, has index n. By Lemma 3 it is q(P) c G; hence, q~ being 
invariant under A,, it follows, that index@) > ~1. Then (cf. [5, Theorem III- 
1 ]) f has at least n distinct critical points on A? (note that the above result 
can be obviously applied to the manifold with boundary A?), to those 
correspond n distinct stationary points off on E (step c). Hence. (3) has n 
distinct periodic orbits (step b). Since the critical points are in fi, all these 
solutions have minimal period 27r, and then we find n distinct Hamiltonian 
trajectories on S (step a). I 
Remarks 4. (i) The above result does not depend on the choice of the 
degree of homogeneity p of H. Note that in [5] Ekeland and Lasry take a 
sublinear Hamiltonian. Our approach also works with choosing that of type 
Hamiltonian, with suitable modifications in the proof (for example, M turns 
out to be bounded). Moreover, we recall that in [5] the problem is studied 
under weaker smoothness assumptions on S. Lastly, it can be readily verified 
that our arguments apply also to more general situations as [5, Theorem IV- 
11. 
(ii) If C is not convex, the only known result concerns with the existence 
of one periodic solution on S: see Rabinowitz [lo]. 
(iii) The following example shows that if the condition (1) is violated then 
f might have a. critical point above the level m*. Let n = 2, p = (pl, p2), 
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4 = (q,, q2) and S = {(p, 4) E W: )<q(p: + 4:) -t uz(p: +- 4:)) = l}, with 
C+ > 20,. Take, for example, CI = 3 and 
We use the same notations as before. It is easy to verify that 
w,(t) = (a, cos w,t+ b, sinm,t,O,a, sinw,t-bb, cos uIt,O), 
w*(t) = (0, a2 cos w2 t + b, sin o2 t, 0, a1 sin w? t - b? cos q t) 
with $~~(a: $ bf) = 1, are periodic Hamiltonian trajectories on S, and 
are the corresponding 2n-periodic solutions of 
P=-H 4’ cj=H P’ (11) 
If we set ui = -Jii, the ui turn out to be the stationary points of the 
functional corresponding to H in L4!3(0, 271; W”) according to (4). In view of 
(6), we readily evaluate: 
Hence it is easy to see that m = rcu~o;’ and m* = 4nw;‘, while f(t)r) = 
rro;’ 2 m*. Remark that L’, 6Z M*. 
It remains to prove the Theorem in the general case. We expose the 
modifications which are needed in the arguments above. 
Set m,, = min(f(u): u E M and has minimal period 27c/h}. Hence m, = m, 
m2 = nr*. Lemma 1 is substituted by the following estimate, obtained by the 
same way: 
mh = Pm. (13) 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we substitute Lemma 3 by 
LEMMA 3’. Assume (1) and (2). Then max {f(u): u E o(C”)} < ntk. 
Denote by M, the set {u E M: f(u) < mh}. By Lemma 3’ it follows that 
index@&,) >, n and thus f has at least n critical points in M,. Note that, in 
fact, the action A, has no fixed points in M. Now, it is clear that if u is a 
critical point on M, then for all h E IN, h-‘u(ht) is a critical point offon Al, 
too. For example, a critical point u E M, is repeated k - I times in Mk, but 
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all these points correspond to the same trajectory on S. Then one readily 
verifies that the number of distinct Hamiltonian trajectories on S is at least 
be - 111. I 
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